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In this paper we address the need for secure and portable wireless data networking. Our
solution, named the Secure Nomadic Wireless Network (SNOWNET) is a hierarchical network
consisting of a dynamic, multi-hop, wireless backbone network interconnecting a number of
local access service areas. SNOWNET provides a secure, quickly deployable, modular networking infrastructure for many networking applications such as extending existing networks
to environments with no existing trusted infrastructure as in battle field situations, disaster
relief operations, or temporary events (e.g., conventions, parades, fairs, etc.). Design and
implementation aspects of SNOWNET nodes, which use IEEE 802.11 WLAN technology to
form the backbone network as well as provide local access services, are discussed. The overall
architecture of the SNOWNET, the data forwarding protocols executed by SNOWNET nodes,
and the functions of several types of SNOWNET nodes are described.

network cables and have become the foundation
of the new ubiquitous computing era.
However, WLANs also have certain problems
that need to be properly addressed and resolved
or else the potential of WLANs will be seriously
limited.
First, it is not a trivial task to deploy an organizational WLAN from scratch. Wires and wall
jacks need to be installed so that APs can be
connected to the wired LAN. The total cost of
the wiring related installation and maintenance
often exceeds the cost of WLAN hardware. Locations without nearby wired network infrastructure often become WLAN service “dark
spots”. The channel and transmission power
settings for each AP also need to be planned
and conﬁgured. Limited by these requirements,
WLAN deployment is usually static and long
term, and only as direct (one-hop) extensions
of the wired network. Its conﬁguration can not
be easily adjusted to satisfy changing usage patterns. WLAN also lacks the capability of being
rapidly deployed on demand.
Secondly, another serious and well known
problem with the 802.11 WLAN lies in its current security mechanism. Due to its broadcast
nature, 802.11 must apply encryption to sensitive communication sessions so that only the intended recipients can reconstruct and comprehend the data. The security protocol is known
as the Wired Equivalency Privacy (WEP) protocol. However, as many researchers have
pointed out, WEP fails to deliver the security
protection it promises. Various attacks such

1. Background
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs)
have been enjoying growing popularity since
they were ﬁrst introduced in the 90’s. Its deployment scale, cost, data rate, and timing are
ideal for many applications.
Among diﬀerent WLAN communication
speciﬁcations, the IEEE 802.11 standard 1) is
currently the most popular.
Most 802.11
WLANs are deployed in “infrastructure” mode.
In this mode, WLAN Access Points (APs) are
connected to a backbone network known as the
Distribution System (DS). Mobile clients then
connect wirelessly to these APs to acquire connectivity to the DS. APs are typically conﬁgured as bridging devices to forward data frames
between the DS and mobile clients. In most
deployments, the DS of the WLAN is a wired
LAN (e.g., Ethernet) which connects to the rest
of the organizational network or the Internet.
Thanks to a number of dynamic conﬁguration
protocols such as the Dynamic Host Conﬁguration Protocol (DHCP) 2) and various operating
system-level supports, mobile clients can easily
join a network via WLAN links with little or
no user conﬁguration eﬀort. A client may also
move seamlessly across the boundaries of the
coverage areas of diﬀerent APs. WLANs have
gone beyond the simple convenience of relieving users from the restrictions of wall jacks and
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as 3) have been published to defeat WEP’s authentication, access control, data integrity, and
replay prevention mechanisms.
Given the above pros and cons of current
WLAN systems, our goal was to design a
802.11 wireless network device that is capable
of providing rapidly deployed, self-conﬁgured,
portable, and secure wireless network access
service to mobile users. Our network system
is named the Secure Nomadic Wireless Network (SNOWNET) and is formed by SNOWNET nodes equipped with multiple wireless interfaces. These nodes are capable of providing
multiple communication services (i.e., backbone
service and local client access service) at the
same time.
The SNOWNET installation process can be
reduced to the placing of SNOWNET nodes
in the ﬁeld of operation, powering them up,
and optionally orienting the external antenna
attached to these nodes to connect to other
SNOWNET nodes. Conﬁguration parameters,
such as the identity of neighboring devices or
address assignments, will be determined autonomously by the collaborative operations of
a set of such SNOWNET nodes. A multi-hop
routing topology for data forwarding supporting both inter- and intra-SNOWNET messaging is automatically determined. One can easily
move the SNOWNET nodes to create diﬀering
topologies in response to changing needs.
Another feature is that the communication
between SNOWNET nodes as well as between
SNOWNET nodes and mobile clients is highly
secure. Only authorized devices (both SNOWNET nodes and mobile clients) are allowed to
access and be served by the SNOWNET. The
security mechanism of SNOWNET is an extension of the IEEE 802.1X speciﬁcation 4) . Our
extension supports dynamic keying for both
client and for multi-hop backbone communications and is compatible with the relevant components of the Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA)
standard.
Due to the size limitation of this paper, we
will only focus on the system architecture, data
forwarding mechanisms, and the design and implementation of the SNOWNET system in this
paper. Security related designs are addressed
in detail by 5) .
2. Related Works
The more typical early examples of SNOWNET related technologies are WLAN wireless
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extension devices, which are often labeled as
WLAN repeaters or WLAN bridges. Their basic function is to retransmit a link layer data
frame, which is received over WLAN interface, over either the same WLAN interface or a
wired LAN interface. The most typical application was connecting separate LAN segments
together over 802.11 forwarding links. Examples of this type of devices include the outdoor router products (COR/ROR series) by
Orinoco 13) and Cisco’s Aironet1400 Wireless
Bridges 14) . Later, low cost Small Oﬃce Home
Oﬃce (SOHO) WLAN products began to enter this market as well. However, these low-end
products typically lack the capability of chaining more than one wireless forwarding link to
form a wireless multi-hop forwarding path. A
popular example of this period was the WET11
Wireless Ethernet Bridge by Linksys 15) .
A troublesome factor in the use of these
WLAN extension products is that the forwarding links are statically conﬁgured and therefore the topology of the network may not be
dynamic. Another issue is that oftentimes
devices made by diﬀerent manufacturers are
not interoperable. The basic 802.11 standard
did not support bridging of data frames because its data frame format can not preserve
the MAC address of the data frame’s original
source during forwarding. Manufacturers use
diﬀerent proprietary solutions, resulting in interoperatibility issues. In addition, in many
WLAN extension solutions, data frames are
simply retransmitted. As a result, data frames
are ﬂooded (broadcast) to the whole network.
Hence this solution does not scale well.
A more recent development of WLAN extension products came from the ﬁrmware support of Wireless Distribution System (WDS)
functions. WDS, previously not implemented
by ﬁrmware vendors, is the part of the 802.11
standard specifying the method for APs to directly communicate with each other over wireless communication. As a side eﬀect, WDS
frame format has the additional space to hold
a data frame’s original source MAC address.
Thus it may be used to implement 802.11 bridging. Still, in these products the WDS links need
to be conﬁgure by hand and are not dynamic
An alternate form of multi-hop wireless network in which client devices communicate with
each other directly and form spontaneous peerto-peer links is beginning to emerge from the
research community and into commercial prod-
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ucts. In this type of networks, clients may move
about at will, hence the name of Mobile Ad
hoc Network (MANET)16) . Client devices will
store-and-forward data packets for each other
under the guidance of a network-wide routing
algorithm so that data packets can be delivered to their ﬁnal destinations over multiple
wireless hops. Some commercial examples include MeshNetworks 17) , GreenPacket 18) , and
Moteran 19) .
This type of networks is very ﬂexible, but
they have some common drawbacks. First, they
require clients to install special software packages (and sometimes hardware) to participate
in data forwarding. Second, client devices may
need to spend valuable battery energy on forwarding data packets for other devices. Third,
all client devices need to be put on the same
communication channel so that the radio spectrum can be eﬃciently used. Lastly, very little security options (other than the static WEP
method) are available for this type of networks.
SNOWNET combines the beneﬁts of MANETs and infrastructure mode WLANs.
However, unlike WLAN extension networks,
SNOWNET’s multi-hop wireless backbone is
dynamic and data forwarding is eﬃciently and
automatically conﬁgured. Also, unlike MANETs, SNOWNET avoids the issues of requiring special client software/hardware, altruistic
client energy consumption, and forced channel
sharing by separating the backbone links from
the AP-to-client links.
3. SNOWNET Architecture
Figure 1 shows an example architecture of
SNOWNET. SNOWNET forms a two-layer hierarchical network, whose design addresses the
issues discussed in the previous section and
maintains the compatibility with the large number of existing WLAN client devices. In the
bottom layer, SNOWNET nodes provide standard WLAN access services to regular WLAN
clients with standard WLAN interface cards.
Hence, normal clients may connect to SNOWNET in the same fashion as they connect to
any other standard WLAN. No additional hardware or software modiﬁcation is required by the
client. In the top layer, SNOWNET nodes form
a wireless backbone network among themselves.
Thus the deployment topology of the wireless
network is no longer constrained by the wired
network infrastructure, permitting changes in
SNOWNET node locations. Links between
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Fig. 1 Sample SNOWNET architecture.

nodes are dynamically established subject to
the communication parameters and range constraints of the physical environment. The
SNOWNET data forwarding protocol is able to
dynamically adjust and self-organize the data
forwarding routes based on the current topology of the wireless backbone and the current attachment distribution of clients. Thus, SNOWNET nodes are easily portable and the conﬁguration of the network can be changed to adapt
to changing usage patterns by adding, deleting
or moving of nodes. We use the term portable,
as opposed to mobile, to indicate that additional special features are needed if SNOWNET
will be deployed in rapidly moving vehicles.
There are three major functions provided by
the SNOWNET nodes: backbone service, access service and gateway service. Every node
is equipped with at least one WLAN interface providing the backbone communications
between peer nodes. Optional external antennas may be used to extend the communication
range of the backbone interfaces.
For maximum ﬂexibility the backbone interfaces of the node run under peer-to-peer mode
(also known as IBSS mode or ad hoc mode).
Although we have focused on a single technology (IEEE 802.11) link-type for SNOWNET, it
is not inherently necessary for all links of the
backbone network to use the same link technology. Multiple link technologies may co-exist
in the backbone network. In this case, nodes
with backbone interfaces of the same technology form sub-backbones. Sub-backbones are
connected together to form the overall backbone network by nodes with multiple backbone
interfaces of diﬀerent technologies that are simultaneously on multiple sub-backbones.
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In addition to backbone interface(s), a node
may be equipped with additional interfaces
to provide local WLAN AP access service to
clients. In Fig. 1 several typical SNOWNET
nodes are shown which have at least two wireless interfaces, one for backbone communications, and the other for providing the local access service in their service coverage area. The
same architecture is applicable to other local access technologies (e.g., Ethernet or Bluetooth)
too. It is also possible for a single node to have
a combination of local access service interfaces.
When SNOWNET is not deployed as a standalone network, some nodes will need to have
connectivity to an external organizational network or the Internet. These nodes provide the
gateway service and thus become the “gateway
nodes” for the other nodes to reach the external
network or Internet. In a gateway node there
is an additional external network interface that
may be of various link technologies as well, e.g.,
a wired Ethernet interface, a wireless LAN interface to an AP attached to the organizational
network, a Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) connection, or a cellular wide-area wireless communication interface, etc.
Some interfaces of the node may be virtual
interfaces. For instance, it is possible to timeshare a physical interface to create multiple virtual interfaces that can be used for diﬀerent services. This approach can be used to permit the
same IEEE 802.11 interface to run in ad hoc
mode in some time slots to act as the backbone
interface and in AP mode in other time slots to
act as the local access service interface.
Communications in a SNOWNET are similarly organized into two levels: backbone communication and local access communication.
SNOWNET nodes relay communication between these two levels. Therefore a typical
intra-SNOWNET communication path includes
the link between the source mobile client and
the SNOWNET node serving the source client,
a number of backbone links, and ﬁnally the link
between the destination client and its access
service node.
The security of SNOWNET is also managed in two levels. Between the clients and
their service SNOWNET nodes, the standard
IEEE802.1x authentication and WPA style protection is supported. In the backbone, SNOWNET supports a locally developed extension to
the 802.1x standard and WPA-compatible security speciﬁcally designed for multi-hop wire-
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less networks. These protection mechanisms
ensure that only trusted clients will be served
by SNOWNET and only trusted SNOWNET
backbone nodes may participate in routing algorithm and data forwarding.
The architectural design of SNOWNET does
not pose any hard limits on network size. Delay is usually not a serious issue either when the
network is not congested. Our experiences indicate that with our prototype nodes the per-hop
delay under normal traﬃc condition is about
2 ms. However, the throughput of the system
can be limited by the multi-hop backbone network. Since the backbone uses a shared channel, bandwidth can not be linearly increased by
simply adding more nodes, even though these
nodes may increase coverage area and provide
frequency reuse opportunities; as opposed to
laying more cables to increase the capacity of
a wired network. For applications which produce low rate data traﬃc, a SNOWNET with
up to four to six hops is generally adequate.
In addition, distribution of the frequency channels among the backbone, the access points
and neighboring “interfering” networks can adversely aﬀect the performance. A more comprehensive understanding of the SNOWNET capacity and its channel selection mechanism are
under study.
4. SNOWNET Data Forwarding
4.1 SNOWNET Routing
SNOWNET backbone’s dynamic and selforganized nature ﬁts well into the proﬁle of
MANET. In MANETs, special routing protocols will conﬁgure routes within the network to communicate between nodes in the
same MANET over one or more hops over
MANET links. Many routing protocols, such
as the Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector protocol 6) , Dynamic Source Routing protocol 7) ,
Global State Routing/Fisheye State Routing
(GSR/FSR) protocol 8),9) , and Optimized Link
State Routing protocol 10) , have been proposed
by the research community for MANETs for
particular situations. The SNOWNET’s routing protocol is designed based on MANET routing algorithms and in particular, is a modiﬁcation to the GSR/FSR protocol. We choose a
GSR/FSR-based scheme for two reasons: 1) the
GSR/FSR is a relatively simple protocol that
can be easily modiﬁed for SNOWNET; and, 2)
the GSR/FSR is a table-driven MANET routing protocol. Table-driven protocols maintain
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all network routes so that clients do not need
to wait for route construction (as needed in ondemand type of protocols). In addition, if the
destination does not exist in the network, this
type of protocols is able to discover the absence
immediately by examining the routing table.
For on-demand routing protocols, such a decision can only be made after all route construction attempts have failed. The software implementation of SNOWNET routing is a routing
daemon named snowd.
Currently the supported native data forwarding method within the SNOWNET backbone
network is Layer-3 IP style routing. Layer2 data frame forwarding over is provided via
Ethernet-in-IP tunnels. SNOWNET utilizes an
IP address space organized so that all backbone interfaces share this address space and
form a ﬂat routing space. The backbone interface addresses are automatically assigned using
a function implemented as part of the snowd.
SNOWNET supports two mechanisms for backbone address auto-assignment. In the centralized mechanism, a DHCP-like protocol is supported where a dedicated server manages the
address pool and all nodes will request this
server for new backbone address assignments.
In the distributed mechanism, each node selects
its own address then veriﬁes its selection with
other nodes in the network. After the backbone
interface addresses are assigned, the SNOWNET routing protocol will automatically build
the routes and SNOWNET nodes will learn how
to forward data packets to reach their destinations.
In routing mode, each SNOWNET local access service interface is allocated a mask-able
address space segment from which addresses are
dynamically assigned to this access service interface’s local clients. The service interface itself is also allocated an address from the same
space. In the case that a SNOWNET node
has multiple service interfaces, these service interfaces may be bridged together to share the
same address space. On the clients, their default routes all point to their SNOWNET access service interfaces. To enable client-side
auto-conﬁguration, DHCP server software is installed on each SNOWNET node. This permits
the local access service to automatically manage IP addresses and to conﬁgure routing and
other IP communication parameters for local
clients.
In the GSR routing protocol, each node peri-
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odically transmits its view of the network topology in a special topology-exchange message
called a routing control packet. After a node
hears a view transmission from a neighboring
node, it will combine the neighbor’s view of the
network topology with its current knowledge to
construct a new view of the network topology.
When it is time for this node to transmit its
view, this new combined view is sent out in the
routing control packet. Initially, every node’s
view of the network only contains the node itself. Gradually through routing control packet
exchanges, each node constructs the knowledge
of the full network topology. The FSR scheme
reduces the amount of protocol messages by exchanging topology knowledge less frequently for
remote part of the network.
In SNOWNET routing algorithm, since
clients do not participate in routing algorithm
execution, in order to include route construction for the client subnets, SNOWNET nodes
act as “proxies” for the clients they serve. Certain modiﬁcations to the GSR/FSR routing
protocol are needed to include the local access
service address spaces together with their own
addresses in the routing control packets so that
the learned network topology, and subsequently
the routing tables, will include the client subnets as well.
4.2 Roaming Support
Since it is common for a mobile user to move
from the local coverage area of one SNOWNET
node to the coverage area of another SNOWNET node, roaming support is very important.
A popular solution for supporting mobile client
mobility is the Mobile IP 11) . However, Mobile IP handoﬀ is recognized as not very smooth
and traﬃc forwarding to mobile clients not very
eﬃcient. Hence, SNOWNET employs a client
roaming mechanism which compliments Mobile
IP and provides smoother handoﬀ of the mobile
clients between SNOWNET nodes.
In order to support client roaming, in addition to the local service subnets, each SNOWNET node providing local access service also
provides routing proxy service for a number of
“foreign mobile clients”. A foreign mobile client
is a client currently attached to a node but with
an address outside of the current node’s local
address spaces. In a similar modiﬁcation, the
addresses of foreign mobile clients are also included in the routing control packet.
Thus, in each routing table maintained by
SNOWNET nodes, there are two types of route
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entries: subnet routes and host routes. The
former are aggregated route entries where each
entry describes routes for all the hosts within
the corresponding address space, expressed in
traditional format as a combination of network
address and network mask. These subnet route
entries are for the local access (client) subnets.
The latter are for routes towards speciﬁc nodes,
either backbone nodes or foreign mobile clients.
A longest match rule 12) is applied during route
lookups for data forwarding. On the other
hand, the SNOWNET node serving the foreign
node needs to perform as the ARP proxy for
the foreign client’s home subnet.
4.3 Tunneling Mode
When the total size of the SNOWNET is not
large, it may be advantageous to use the tunneling mode. Using tunneling mode, it is possible
to connect some or all of the local service areas
into one single broadcast domain, further simplifying client management. When local access
clients are in the same broadcast domain, there
is no need for separately managing IP addresses
and routes for each local access service area. A
single DHCP server may serve all clients in the
broadcast domain. When clients change their
access service node, no network layer conﬁguration (IP address, routes, etc) changes to the
clients are needed either. With tunneling mode,
it is also possible for SNOWNET to carry nonIP traﬃc.
In tunneling mode, after a client sends out a
link layer data frame, its access service SNOWNET node’s local access service interface will
capture the date frame and, based on the MAC
address of the destination of the data frame,
the access service SNOWNET node of the destination client is determined. The captured
data frame is then encapsulated in an IP data
packet addressed to that SNOWNET node and
the IP packet is routed through the backbone
network in normal routing mode. The destination SNOWNET node un-encapsulates the IP
data packet to reveal the original link layer data
frame sent by its original source client. The
data frame is then sent from the SNOWNET
node’s local access interface to the destination
client as the same data frame as the original
source client sent out.
For the tunneling mode to work, just as a
spanning-tree bridging device needs to know
where all the hosts (their MAC addresses) are
with respect to the location of the bridging device on the spanning tree, each node also needs
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Fig. 2 Prototype SNOWNET node.

to know where all the clients (their MAC addresses) are in the SNOWNET topology. This
can be done by each node including the MAC
addresses of all its local clients in its routing
control packet. Such a MAC address list is
readily obtained from the association list of the
local access service interface.
5. Prototype Design
5.1 System Design
The SNOWNET node has been implemented
as an embedded system in which each node has
a manageable and portable form factor. Optionally, each node may be equipped with external omni- or directional antennas to extend
the communication ranges of its wireless interfaces.
Due to special considerations for power consumption, cost, and conﬁguration ﬂexibility,
we selected the net4521 embedded development board manufactured by Soekris Engineering 20) as our starting point (shown in Fig. 2).
The Soekris net4521 board is a diskless, PCI
architecture embedded system with an AMD
ELAN SC520 system-on-chip processor (Intel
486 class) running at 133 MHz and 64 M of
RAM as main memory. It also has a rich set
of interfaces for communication and peripherals, including 2 10/100 BaseT Ethernet ports, 2
PCMCIA/ Cardbus adapters, and a mini-PCI
type III socket. The two PCMCIA slots are
typically used for the WLAN interfaces (e.g.,
backbone and local access) and can be standard
commercial WLAN cards, as shown in Fig. 2.
The board also has a CompactFlash interface
as storage for software and data.
If the SNOWNET nodes are intended to
be deployable in potentially hostile environment, additional hardware and operating system features may be provided for enhancing security. The ﬁle system used by SNOWNET
nodes should be protected using a (partially)
encrypted ﬁle system for critical node certiﬁcate information and hardware booting codes.
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Fig. 3 Software architecture.

When the node is booted up, the operator needs
to provide a decryption key and only then can
the ﬁle system be accessed and system ﬁles be
decrypted and loaded into system main memory
to be executed. When a node is disconnected
from the authentication and key management
server of the SNOWNET, (i.e., not receiving
key management messages from the server), for
a certain period of time, an automatic power
shut down is performed. Other tampering with
the SNOWNET node is further prevented by
physical security methods on the device.
5.2 Software Design
The current version of SNOWNET is implemented on FreeBSD platform 21) . The major software components related to SNOWNET are shown in Fig. 3. On the bottom
is the network interface layer, which consists
of various network device drivers. We modiﬁed the “hostap” software 22) for supporting
the local access service WLAN AP functions
and 802.1X authenticator functions for SNOWNET. The software contains both kernel space
module (hostap driver) and user space module
(hostapd). Above the interface layer is the IP
kernel, consisting of standard FreeBSD modules
such as IP forwarding, tunneling, routing table,
etc. Both the interface layer and IP kernel are
in kernel space.
In application space, we implement SNOWNET data forwarding methods. It consists of
a routing daemon snowd and associated components to support the routing and tunneling
methods. Atop of the SNOWNET network
layer is an API which oﬀers an application development interface so other network application and service developers can access SNOWNET speciﬁc features. The SNOWNET network layer is implemented as a network service
to other future middleware components such as
a Quality of Service (QoS) module in a SNOWNET node.
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In addition to all the modules mentioned
above, security related functions are spreaded
across snowd, a modiﬁed version of xsupplicant
which implements the IEEE 802.1x client functions as part of the Open1X project 23) , and
hostap. These modules together handle IEEE
802.1x based authentication and dynamic key
updating. They also provide the authentication, key management, and other security related supports for the SNOWNET backbone
network.
6. Conclusion
In this document, we have described a wireless data network solution which is able to provide secure and portable wireless data networking services to mobile users with WLAN interfaces in many diﬃcult environments. The
solution, named the Secure Nomadic Wireless
Network or SNOWNET, follows a hierarchical approach: local service areas connected via
a wireless backbone. SNOWNET nodes are
deployed in areas where networking service is
needed and the SNOWNET nodes are capable
of communicating with each other by dynamically establishing the links between the SNOWNET nodes to form the backbone communication network. While maintaining backbone
connectivity, SNOWNET nodes are also capable of providing local access service to regular clients via WLAN infrastructure mode connectivity and other LAN connectivity. Using a MANET-like routing protocol over the
backbone network, SNOWNET is able to support both network-layer routed and link-layer
switched (over tunnels across backbone network) data forwarding services for SNOWNET
clients.
SNOWNET can be quickly setup as a secure
standalone networking infrastructure to provide
instant networking services in an area where
there is no existing trusted networking environment. Possible scenarios include disaster relief
operations, scientiﬁc exploration tasks, battleﬁelds and robotics applications. SNOWNET
can also be installed as a cost-eﬃcient wireless
LAN to provide on-demand extendable wireless
networking coverage for an organization when
cabling is not feasible. With its ﬂexible, multihop, self-organized, and self-conﬁgured wireless
backbone network, SNOWNET saves costs for
cabling, installation and maintenance. SNOWNET may also be used as a stub network to
connect isolated LANs to an organizational net-
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work. For instance, it can “glue” a LAN installed in a remote building to the primary network. Several additional aspects of SNOWNET
such as security, auto-conﬁguration and performance are the subject of ongoing research and
will be described in upcoming papers.
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